
Full-size headphones, full-size sound.

Detachable
headband for
easy portability

Studio quality
headphones
Optimus PRO -155.
Dynamic element design
for deep bass and crystal-
clear treble. Closed -type
ear cushions for maximum
noise isolation and better

bass sound. Padded headband for superb comfort.
Headband is also detachable. Wide -range 16-23,000Hz
frequency response. 8 -ft. cord with '/4' gold-plated plug.

33-1154 99.99RSSP
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In -line volume control

Our finest
lightweight digital
stereo headphones
are now even better
PRO -35. Titanium -layered
diaphragms and neodymium
magnets deliver superb sound.

6 -foot cord with in -line volume control for quick
adjustments. Wider, more naturally -fitting headband
provides extra comfort. Improved strain relief helps
prevent damage to cord at connection points.
Wide 15-20,000Hz frequency response for excellent
reproduction of extreme highs and lows. Gold-plated 1/8"
L -plug for the best possible connection.
33-1122 39.99

RSSP

Your Own Private Concert
Go ahead and crank up the stereo as loud as you want it. With Optimus headphones,

music is reproduced at a near live -performance level. With the clearest highs and faithful,

low, booming bass, you'll swear you were sitting front row, center.

:C 1W
Extreme fold -up
headphones with
volume control
Ideal for active use. Large,
closed -type ear cushions help
you hear the rich bass sound.
Super -lightweight design with
rugged twist -style headband.
Extra -wide -range 18-20,000Hz
response. Easy -to -reach volume
controls. 8 -foot cord, 74" gold-
plated plug
33-1169 39.99

RSSP

Detachable cord
for easy storage

Deluxe
headphones
designed for
dynamic sound
Optimus PRO -135.
Immerse yourself-the
neodymium magnet design

gives you dynamic acoustic sound reproduction. The
foam -filled ear cushions cut external noise. Wide -range
16-22,000Hz frequency response. Adjustable padded
headband. Detachable 8 -ft. coiled cord. th" gold-plated
stereo plug Izzsz-J 33-1152 69.99
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In -line volume contra

Deluxe 'phones
with in -line
volume control

Nova -78. Padded headband and pivoting foam
earcups for a comfortable fit. Dynamic elements for
excellent sound. 20-20,000Hz response. Extra -long
12 -ft. cord with handy in -line volume control and I/4"
gold-plated plug.
33-1136 29.99

RSSP

:C MAW
Extreme
headphones with
twist headband
Large, closed -type ear cushion!
for maximum noise isolatior
and strong bass. Twist-stylE
headband. Super -light design,
yet built sturdy-great for stree'
wear. 30-20,000Hz frequency
response. In -line volume control.
8 -foot cord, 18" gold-platec
plug
33-1159 29.99

RSSP

Full-size stereo
headphones
Optimus PRO -40. Soft foam -
filled cushions give maximum
isolation from outside sounds.
Wide -range 20-20,000Hz

frequency response. Adjustable padded headband allows
a comfortable, secure fit. 8 -foot cord with gold-plated 1/4"
plug RSSP 33-1132 49.99

Full-size
headphones
with volume
control
Separate left and right

rotary volume controls on headset let you
adjust individual volume levels. Full-size closed -cup
ear cushions help seal out outside sounds. Wide
20-20,000Hz frequency response. 91b -foot coiled cord
and1/4" gold-plated plug. 33-1176 19.99


